The 5th international festival of
street arts, physical theatre and circus
_____________________________________

19th July – 3rd August 2014
WWW.CONFLUX.CO.UK/SURGE-FESTIVAL

For more information on masterclasses and workshop
opportunities, please see www.conflux.co.uk
Tickets for SURGE Indoor performances and Perch Carnival can be
purchased via The Arches: 0141 565 1000 / www.thearches.co.uk

Conflux aims to develop and promote a thriving community of artists and educators working in
the fields of street arts, physical theatre and circus in Scotland.
Conflux are: Alan Richardson (Director); Al Seed (Artistic Director); Karen Veitch (Festival
Producer); Ruth Siller (Project Manager). Cover Image: Osadia.
For festival enquiries, please email ruthsiller@conflux.co.uk or phone 0141 559 4925.

In partnership with:

Stephen Deazley

In association with:

From the rooftops of Rottenrow Gardens to the street corners
of the Merchant City, SURGE returns this year bigger, better and
more bizarre than ever! In this special Festival year we’ve bulked
up, bringing you two weeks of street theatre and circus shows,
cabarets, workshops and more. The lofty delights of Perch, our
cross-continental carnival of aerial majesty, may well be our
crowning jewel; but that’s just the beginning.
From office-trashing parkour in The Desk to Polleniser’s vivid
costumed celebration of nature and the incredible hair-sculpting
shows of Osadia, there are plenty of unbelievable acts to catch,
and almost everything is entirely free! We’re supporting emerging
talent through our International Residency Programme, which
has brought out some incredibly varied new works, while our final
weekend is sprinkled with a generous helping of quality cabaret
curiosities.
SURGE 2014 brings a flood of unique performances, workshops
and opportunities to the heart of Glasgow this summer.

Funded by:

Jump in.

@confluxscotland

/confluxscotland

Photo: Anna Robertson

Conflux/Lume Teatro/Legs on the Wall/stephen deazley:

Sat 19th & Sun 20th July 2014
Rottenrow Gardens

University of Strathclyde, Glasgow (city centre)

__________________________________
Doors 9.15pm | Show 9.45pm-11pm

Tickets: 0141 565 1000 | www.thearches.co.uk
£8 (full) / £6 (conc) | Family Ticket (2 adults + 2 children): £22
(Tickets on the night at Rottenrow Gardens (cash only): £9/£7/£26)
Audio described on Sun 20th July.

A highlight of the opening weekend of Festival 2014, Perch will take
place in Glasgow (Scotland) and Campinas (Brazil), with a window
to Sydney (Australia).

Part of the Glasgow 2014 Cultural Programme and an official Festival 2014 event.

For full information, see www.perchcarnival.com

Welcome to Perch, a carnival that celebrates our dreams and fears of
flying… and falling. An aerial and street theatre spectacle, inhabiting
Rottenrow Gardens and its surrounding buildings and rooftops,
Perch involves over 200 performers, including Scotland’s leading
street, circus and aerial artists, a mass community choir, emerging
and community performers and a live video link-up to Brazil. The
NYOS Senior Orchestra (part of the National Youth Orchestras of
Scotland) will be playing a new score composed by Stephen Deazley.
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SURGE

COMMUNITY

STREET THEATRE
Thu 24th July - Sun 3rd Aug 2014
THROUGHOUT MERCHANT CITY
_____________________________
2pm-5pm | FREE
SURGE’s Community Street Theatre project returns bigger and
barmier than ever, putting the public at the heart of the Festival
once again, this time for two weeks! Whether you want to watch
or perform, our Street Theatre Tour is your chance to get involved.
This year we’re combining all our Community Street Theatre acts
from past and present, including Urban Safari and Fish Out of
Water; so you could catch a dance with a romantic fish, or even
spot a mother hen doing her shopping, as Merchant City becomes
a multi-act menagerie.
Try it for yourself at our FREE
Street Theatre Workshops : see p27.
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SURGE

OUTDOORS

OUTDOORS

Photo: Brian Hartley

Photo: Rob McDougall

Conflux:

stillmotion:

Scotch Hoppers
Thu 24th July - Sun 3rd Aug 2014
PARNIE ST / KING ST

_____________________________

Weekends: performances 12/1/2pm | FREE
Daily: open public sessions from 2-5pm
Come and play! Who? You - little ones. And you - the big ones with them!
Parnie Street becomes an outdoor play area with new games
designed especially for the Festival - for all ages. Made by some
of the UK’s most talented outdoor activity designers, Scotch
Hoppers has been inspired by traditional street games, and is an
exciting re-discovery of what it is really like to play in the city in
the summer. Come with friends, family, or just yourself. Everyone
is welcome. Part of the Glasgow 2014 Cultural Programme and an official Festival 2014 event.
Try your hand at a daily open public
session, or to get involved in a Scotch
Hoppers workshop, see p27.
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SURGE

CAPTIVE
Thu 24th - Fri 25th July 2014
brunswick st / wilson st

_____________________________
1.30pm + 4.30pm | FREE
Inspired by Rainer Maria Rilke’s poem ‘The Panther’, Captive
considers how a human, like an animal, can be plucked from
freedom and plunged into captivity, as rendition has made the
human experience the same as the animal’s. Suddenly confined,
the previously wild must find a means of self-expression while
bound and contained.
In order to survive, the environment – a cage holding four
performers - is constantly transformed through physical ingenuity
in this emotionally charged blend of dance and aerial work. Pacing
the cage and tumbling through a world turned upside-down, which
way is up as our cell of confinement gets turned on its head?
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SURGE

OUTDOORS

OUTDOORS

Photo: Aiden Lee Brooks

Photo:Katja Ogrin

motionhouse:

eggmen:

cavemen
Sat 26th - Sun 27th July 2014
THROUGHOUT MERCHANT CITY
(Starts: Hutcheson St/
Wilson St junction)
_____________________________
12.30pm/2.30pm/4.30pm | FREE
Our technological society can be difficult to keep up with, hard to be
heard in and isolating for young and old alike; so it must be especially
tough for a couple of cavemen dropped straight from the past in to 21st
Century Glasgow! But could these ancient relatives be a wake-up call
for our age?
Encouraging people away from their screens and towards playing and
sharing, The Cavemen, in this new show premiering at SURGE 2014,
question modern rituals and the perceived wisdoms of hi-tech living.

tmesis
theatre
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Photo: Guy Veale

OCEANALLOVER:

SURGE
OUTDOORS

POLLENISER
Sat 26th - Sun 27th July 2014
ramshorn graveyard 3pm (26th)
Hutcheson/Wilson St 1.30pm (27th)
_____________________________

SURGE
OUTDOORS

2BSCENE:

OSADIA
Tue 29th - Thu 31st July 2014
MERCHANT SQUARE

_____________________________

2-5pm | FREE

FREE
The movement of pollen across the landscape is a beautiful but
easily overlooked natural phenomenon; an oversight thankfully
redressed by Polleniser. Costumed performers take to the air and
embody the swirling, dancing spores on their ceaseless, cyclical
narratives of generation and migration. The physical forms of the
plants and the creative uses of their pigment provide the basis for
an abstracted tale of discovery and loss, which progresses through
places and bodies, using performance, costume and music to
bring the natural world to life.

Somewhere between bespoke hair sculpture creation and unique
physical performance lie Osadia, the unmistakeable mopmanipulators from Barcelona. Watch enraptured as these unusual,
provocative artists perform a hair-raising show (literally), putting
brave volunteers in the hot seat for a make-over like no other.
Visually spectacular and theatrically executed, the show continues
beyond the stage as Osadia’s clients try to return to their normal
days, acting as physical reminders of the performance. Boring
barnets just wont cut it once you’ve experienced Osadia.

For more information about the Pollen project
and the company, see oceanallover.co.uk
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COCOLOCO:

SURGE
OUTDOORS

THE BEST THING

SURGE
OUTDOORS

C12 DANCE theatre:

MARKET STALL

Wed 30th - Thu 31st July 2014
bELL st

Sat 2nd - Sun 3rd August 2014
PARNIE ST / CHISHOLM ST

1.30-2.30pm + 3.30-4.30pm | FREE

12.30pm + 3pm | FREE

_____________________________

Here’s why you can’t afford to miss SURGE 2014: we’re offering
you the chance to experience The Best Thing ever! Just pop on a
blindfold and follow us, one by one, into this room. No, we can’t
tell you what lies ahead, but you can trust us, we promise. As you
wait to come in you’ll see that everyone before has left ranting and
raving, and we’ll make sure you’ll be similarly ecstatic, euphoric,
and effusive…

_____________________________

It can be a real struggle to prize away processed grub and convince kids
that eating their greens will make them grow up big and strong. Not
anymore. At this non-traditional Market Stall, the fruit ‘n’ veg vendors
are all acrobats and performers, just as comfortable with citrus fruits
as with circus skills, and bound to display the benefits of healthy eating.
Never mind the kids’ five-a-day; you might dream of chucking your 9 to 5
to run off and join the circus!
This inclusive, high-octane performance incorporates dance, parkour and
acrobatics in an impressive, humorous and uplifting show for all ages.
______________________________________________________________
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GLASGOW
CITY CENTRE +
MERCHANT CITY
Map created using Google Maps
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RECKLESS INVENTION:

SURGE
OUTDOORS

COMEDY WAITERS
Sat 2nd - Sun 3rd August 2014
hutcheson st /wilson st
_____________________________
1.30pm + 3.30pm | FREE

Maitre D’s with a difference serve up a slapstick delight in this
surprising and charming act. They begin with the odd plate flip and
sculpted napkin until, with a flick of their bow-ties, our undercover
comedians reveal their true colours.
A classic act with a modern twist, our witty waiters channel silent
comic greats and the genius of Morecambe and Wise before
drawing adolescent screams as they bust out their best boyband
homage. They’ll serve up a musical, theatrical finale for dessert
before wheeling their way towards the next ‘table’ of unknowing
diners.
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SURGE
OUTDOORS

RECKLESS INVENTION:

TURBO & DAI
Sat 2nd - Sun 3rd August 2014
throughout merchant city
(Starts: Hutcheson St/
Wilson St junction)
_____________________________

5pm | FREE
Turbo Jonez and Dai Llewellyn met whilst each serving 20 hours
community service for crimes they did not commit. Tired of witnessing
gang violence day in, day out (on American TV), they decided to form a
breakdance crew, in a classic tale of triumph over adversity. They now
travel around the country on a tireless journey, searching for rival crews
to ‘battle’.
It’s two friends, one ‘well-bad’ ghetto blaster, some lino from Turbo’s
mum’s kitchen and a soundtrack which will have grown men jerking and
twitching. Throw up your gang signs for this unique and extremely funny
physical comedy.
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SURGE

SURGE

OUTDOORS

THE DESK
24th/25th/31st July + 1st Aug 2014
hutcheson st / wilson st
_____________________________
1pm + 3pm + 4.30pm | FREE
They say routine can kill a man. The hum-drum drudgery of the
daily grind can bear down on us, and boredom is the bane of many
an ordinary man. But Scott Houston isn’t ordinary, and a postwork slump isn’t on the cards. Still suited and sat at this desk,
Scott dispels tedium in an explosion of high-octane gymnastics
and energetic parkour, transforming office furniture in to a unique
platform for dynamic performance. Don’t try this at home, but you
may be tempted next time you’re at your desk...
____________________________________________________________

OUTDOORS

Photo: Izzie Kerr

Photo: Zeno Watson

SCOTT HOUSTON:

IZZIE KERR:

service
26th/27th/29th/30th July 2014
throughout merchant city
(Starts: Hutcheson St/
Wilson St junction)
_____________________________
1pm + 3pm + 5pm | FREE
No kitchen to cook in, no tables to clean up. No wine to be poured and
no silverware to set out… but there’s no stopping them! Watch out for
this dining staff in search of the perfect location to set up their new
restaurant, before they are shut down for good. Their only mission? To
offer you the ultimate dining experience, complete with top quality food,
waiters and more than a few mishaps.
Be first in line for this tasty treat of a show.
____________________________________________________________

Brand new street theatre act from emerging artist, developed with support from
Conflux and Kevin Finnan (Motionhouse).
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Brand new street theatre act from emerging artist, developed with support from Conflux.
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Photo: Jemma Blythe

SURGE
OUTDOORS

INDOORS

HEAD IN A BOX
26th/27th July + 2nd/3rd Aug 2014
hutcheson st
_____________________________
12pm + 2pm + 4pm | FREE

It’s the latest craze in New Age therapies, and the perfect way to
clear your mind, cleanse your chakras and really focus on your
environment: learn to think outside the box as we invite you to
stick your head in one.
Never mind all those people watching and sniggering on the
street! They’ll be next in line for this extra-special, short ‘n’ snappy
shrink session when you emerge, having come face-to-face with
the remarkable. With the world blocked out by the box, you’ll be
amazed at what you find right at the end of your nose…
____________________________________________________________
Brand new street theatre act from emerging artists, developed with support from Conflux.
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SURGE

Image: Claire Willoughby

THEATRE TILT:

CLAIRE WILLOUGHBY:

KING
tmesis
theatre

Fri 1st + Sun 3rd Aug 2014
the arches www.thearches.co.uk

_____________________________
7.45pm(1st) 6pm(3rd) | £7/£5 | 0141 565 1000

One of music’s most iconic figures and arguably the greatest frontman
in rock history, many a fan has lost themself in the legend of Freddie
Mercury. King is definitely a love letter to this enormous showman; but
his story is also a tragic one, and fittingly this new one-woman show
from Claire Willoughby explores trauma through the demise of an
impersonator. Pitching at the ambiguous notions of transformation,
obsession and obliteration of the self, it questions where the boundary
between private and public personas lies, and what can happen when
alter-ego and ego collide.
____________________________________________________________
This year’s International Residencies programme brings together emergent solo performers
from Scotland, England and Croatia with a team of specialist mentors in the creation of three
diverse, quality new works of indoor physical theatre.
Mentors: Hilary Westlake, Eli Randle (Tmesis Theatre), Liz Young, Alberto Santos.
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SURGE

SURGE

Photo: Lee Shannon

Photo: Tina Hofman

TINA HOFMAN:

INDOORS

INDOORS

THIS IS
FARUCHIO PERU

LUCID INTERVAL
Fri 1st + Sat 2nd Aug 2014
the arches www.thearches.co.uk

_____________________________
6pm | £7/£5 | 0141 565 1000
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tmesis
theatre

LEE SHANNON:

tmesis
theatre

Sat 2nd + Sun 3rd Aug 2014
the arches www.thearches.co.uk

_____________________________
7.45pm | £7/£5 | 0141 565 1000

You have met someone. Someone perfect. Someone who completes
you, and lights up your life in every possible way. But what happens
when that someone suddenly disappears? That void, that gap left
behind and the division of a life in to two distinct halves – one
with them, one without – is at the root of this new piece from
Tina Hofman. Inspired by our most private places and the way our
minds and bodies deal with a sudden change in our reality, Lucid
Interval uses physical theatre, film and photography to investigate
the space we come to inhabit between normality and chaos when
sudden, shocking loss occurs.
____________________________________________________________

An extraordinary man in ordinary times; or a very ordinary man in
extraordinarily absurd times? Faruchio Peru is an enigma wrapped in
an ego and surrounded by an unpronounceable name. What does he
want? What does he mean? Will his one-man performance simply throw
up more questions??
Faruchio is a self-proclaimed ‘showman’, highly skilled in the art of
deluding himself with visions of grandeur, and with plenty of experience
climbing back on to that tightrope between success and failure. Is there
anything the unique Faruchio Peru cannot do? He thinks not. But he is
sadly mistaken.
____________________________________________________________

This year’s International Residencies programme brings together emergent solo performers
from Scotland, England and Croatia with a team of specialist mentors in the creation of three
diverse, quality new works of indoor physical theatre.
Mentors: Hilary Westlake, Eli Randle (Tmesis Theatre), Liz Young, Alberto Santos.

This year’s International Residencies programme brings together emergent solo performers
from Scotland, England and Croatia with a team of specialist mentors in the creation of three
diverse, quality new works of indoor physical theatre.
Mentors: Hilary Westlake, Eli Randle (Tmesis Theatre), Liz Young, Alberto Santos.
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SURGE
INDOORS

EMBODIED CABARET
Thu 31st July 2014
the arches www.thearches.co.uk

SURGE
INDOORS

SURGE CABARET:

LATE NIGHT
ANATOMY FISH FRY
the arches

Fri 1st Aug 2014
www.thearches.co.uk

_____________________________

_____________________________

10.30pm | £7/£5 | 0141 565 1000

10.30pm | £7/£5 | 0141 565 1000

Embodied Theatre is an independent, annual training course for
experienced physical performers led by Alex Rigg (Oceanallover),
Ewan Downie (Company of Wolves), and our very own Al Seed.
For SURGE 2014, participants on the course will be presenting
a selection of exciting and accomplished short new works which
touch on the bleak, bawdy and absurd. Expect ugly charm,
disturbed wiggling and eerie melodies…
____________________________________________________________
At SURGE 2014 we’re bringing you three nights of quick-fire cabaret fun, each curated by a
different guest host and each with a different focus, from the breathtaking to the bizarre, the
musical to the macabre. There’s something for everyone in our nightly showcase specials.

For more info on the Embodied Theatre course
please email embodiedtheatre@gmail.com
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Photo: Richard Dyson / Trixta Photography
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SURGE CABARET:

Anatomy is a performance variety, running quarterly at Summerhall
in Edinburgh, with extra expeditions elsewhere including peep-shows,
zoos, and now SURGE. Anatomy takes the music hall variety show in
strange directions, drawing risk-taking, border-crossing, breath-taking
performances from artists, dancers, music makers and destroyers,
puppeteers, film-makers, clowns, poets, mimes, weirdos and burlesques.
For SURGE 2014 there’s a special prize-catch menu: acts from around
the UK will offer their bodies and hearts for your deep-fried enjoyment.
Gamblers with perception and reaction will test your taste-buds with new
physical live-art in a SURGE cabaret to excite, terrify, titillate and intrigue.
____________________________________________________________
At SURGE 2014 we’re bringing you three nights of quick-fire cabaret fun, each curated by a
different guest host and each with a different focus, from the breathtaking to the bizarre, the
musical to the macabre. There’s something for everyone in our nightly showcase specials.
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SURGE CABARET:

SURGE
INDOORS

CONFLUX STREET THEATRE
DROP-IN WORKSHOPS

SURGE
TRAINING

Weekdays 24th July - 1st Aug 2014
_____________________________

(not 26th/27th) | Location TBC | 10am-1pm | FREE

CURIO CABARET
Sun 3rd Aug 2014
the arches www.thearches.co.uk

_____________________________
9.30pm | £7/£5 | 0141 565 1000
Capping this years SURGE festival, Curio Cabaret returns for
another evening of fun and frivolity, thankfully curated once again
by performer and musician Sita Pieraccini. She will be inviting local
artists, bands and performance groups to present short theatrical
acts with a musical focus as part of a kaleidoscopic collection of
circus flavoured musical majesty. Expect odd instruments, crazy
costumes and plenty of fun.
Come along and join us for a sparkling and sensational Sunday
night to round off The Arches’ Festival 2014 programme, and the
biggest and best SURGE festival yet!
____________________________________________________________
At SURGE 2014 we’re bringing you three nights of quick-fire cabaret fun, each curated by a
different guest host and each with a different focus, from the breathtaking to the bizarre, the
musical to the macabre. There’s something for everyone in our nightly showcase specials.
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SURGE’s Community Street Theatre project returns bigger and
barmier than ever, putting the public at the heart of the festival once
again, this time for two weeks! Members of the public can drop in
every morning to take part in a workshop, then take to the streets and
to the festival that very afternoon. Get in costume as anything from
a scooter-speeding monkfish to an elegant, stately swan and spread
your wings (or fins) around Merchant City. If you fancy performing
to over 70,000 people, visit www.conflux.co.uk for more information
or to book onto one of our fun, free and accessible street theatre
workshops, contact ruthsiller@conflux.co.uk (0141 559 4928).

SCOTCH HOPPERS WORKSHOPS
Weekdays 24th July - 1st Aug 2014
_____________________________

PARNIE ST/KING ST |1pm-1.45pm | FREE
For SURGE 2014, Stillmotion will present a series of interactive
workshops exploring physical movement and play. Inspired by traditional
street games, participants will work with Stillmotion’s inspiring dancers
and performers to explore the objects and activities that are part of the
Scotch Hoppers play area, and experiment with new ways of moving and
playing creatively in the street, on a summer’s day. Interested? Please
see www.conflux.co.uk for more details on how to book.
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2014
SAT 19 JULY
PERCH		
Sun 20 July	pERCH		
Thu 24 July	
- Sun 3 Aug	
Thu 24 July	

9.15PM		
ROTTENROW
9.15pm		rottenrow

Street Theatre	 2-5pm		merchant city
Scotch Hoppers	 2-5pm		
KING ST

The Desk	
Captive	
Fri 25 July	
The Desk	
Captive	
Sat 26 July	
Head in a Box	
Cavemen
Service	
Polleniser
Sun 27 July	 Head in a Box	
Cavemen
Service	
Polleniser
Tue 29 July	
Service	
	Osadia		
Wed 30 July	 Service	
The Best Thing!
	Osadia		
Thu 31 July	 The Desk	
The Best Thing!
	Osadia		
Embodied Cabaret	
Fri 1 Aug	
The Desk	
	Lucid Interval
King		
Anatomy Fish Fry	
Sat 2 Aug	head in a box	
Market Stall
Comedy Waiters	
Turbo & Dai	
	Lucid Interval
	faruchio peru	
Sun 3 Aug	head in a box	
Market Stall
Comedy Waiters	
Turbo & Dai	
	king		
	faruchio peru	
	curio cabaret	

1pm/3pm/4.30pm	
HUTCHESON ST
1.30pm/4.30pm	
BRUNSWICK ST
1pm/3pm/4.30pm	
HUTCHESON ST
1.30pm/4.30pm	
BRUNSWICK ST
12pm/2pm/4pm	
HUTCHESON ST
12.30/2.30/4.30pm	merchant city
1pm/3pm/5pm	merchant city
3pm		
RAMSHORN
12pm/2pm/4pm	
HUTCHESON ST
12.30/2.30/4.30pm	merchant city
1pm/3pm/5pm	merchant city
1.30pm		
HUTCHESON ST
1pm/3pm/5pm	merchant city
2-5pm		
MERCHANT SQUARE
1pm/3pm/5pm	merchant city
1.30pm/3.30pm	
BELL ST
2-5pm		
MERCHANT SQUARE
1pm/3pm/4.30pm	
HUTCHESON ST
1.30pm/3.30pm	
BELL ST
2-5pm		
MERCHANT SQUARE
10.30pm		
THE ARCHES
1pm/3pm/4.30pm	
HUTCHESON ST
6pm		
THE ARCHES
7.45pm		
THE ARCHES
10.30pm		
THE ARCHES
12pm/2pm/4pm	
HUTCHESON ST
12.30pm/3pm	
PARNIE ST
1.30pm/3.30pm	
HUTCHESON ST
5pm		
HUTCHESON ST
6pm		
THE ARCHES
7.45pm		
THE ARCHES
12pm/2pm/4pm	
HUTCHESON ST
12.30pm/3pm	
PARNIE ST
1.30pm/3.30pm	
HUTCHESON ST
5pm		
HUTCHESON ST
6pm		
THE ARCHES
7.45pm		
THE ARCHES
9.30pm		
THE ARCHES

